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ENGLISH CREATIVITY PROJECT REFLECTION






A) What did you choose to work on during Creativity Wednsday?
B) Why did you choose this?
Creativity is an ongoing process that takes commitment and hard work. 
Provide specific evidence from your project experience to support this statement. Explain how your evidence proves that this statement is true. (APE)

A) I chose to…





B)  I chose my topic because....







NOW THAT YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE PROJECT FILL IN THE FOLLOWING CHART WITH WHAT YOU KNOW, UNDERSTAND AND CAN DO BECAUSE OF WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED DURING THE PASSION PROJECT. THINK ABOUT LEARNING SKILLS AS WELL AS OTHER SKILLS THAT YOU DEVELOPED. 

KNOWLEDGE (What is one thing that you now know about the type of topic that you chose?)
UNDERSTANDINGS (What is something that you now understand that maybe you didn't before?)
BE ABLE TO DO (what skills have you developed / started to develop because of this project?)



















Answer the following questions in as much detail as possible. (APE answers for all except #5)

	Do you feel that you gained useful / practical knowledge and/or skills from taking part in the Creativity Wednesdays. Provide specific evidence and explain.






	Where will you be able to apply the knowledge and/or skills that you practiced in the future? Provide a specific situation and explain how the knowledge/skills will be helpful in that situation. 






	Did you use your time effectively during the Creativity Wednesday time? Why or why not? (remember – be specific)







	Identify a specific learning skill that you used during the Creative Wednesday experience? 





	What evidence do you have to show that your personal growth over the Creativity Wednesday time? What evidence do you have to demonstrate your learning?




Either use this space to provide a link to your Prezi/ Website/ GoogleDoc, OR write 'I created a portfolio/script/product and I have attached it' OR write out a few dot jots about what you plan to say in your interview with me.

